ABSTRACT In this paper, we study the distributed energy-based detectors for spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks. We assume that the sensing channel includes both small-scale and large-scale fading. The small-scale fading is modeled as Nakagami-m and independent for different cooperating cognitive users, while the large-scale fading is assumed to be known (or can be estimated) by the cognitive users, due to their slowly changing nature. Furthermore, we assume that the channel gains are constant in one observation interval and vary independently in different intervals. Based on the Bayesian rule, we derive the optimal energy combining rule, i.e., the average likelihood ratio (ALR) detector. We also suggest two solutions: 1) mixture of gamma (MoG)-based ALR detector and 2) generalized Gauss-Laguerre formula (GLF)-based ALR detector, to overcome the problem of the intractable integrals in the optimal rule, and we propose two novel suboptimal but practical combining rules: 1) GLF-based linear combining detector, which can be implemented by linear functions and a comparator with negligible performance degradation and 2) GLF-based weighted-energy detector applicable for the low SNR regime. The simulation results reveal that with MoG and GLF detectors, the ALR detector can be implemented almost precisely with lower complexity. Moreover, all the proposed detectors outperform the conventional ones, especially when large-scale channel gains differ for different cognitive users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless spectrum is a vital resource in radio communications. Measurement campaigns have revealed that spectrum utilization by the licensed primary users (PU) is inefficient [1] , [2] . The cognitive radio (CR) [3] , [4] is a rapidly emerging technology during the last decades to overcome the problem of scarcity and inefficient utilization of the spectrum by allowing the unlicensed secondary users (SU) to opportunistically access the licensed spectrum segments, without making interference to the primary users. To avoid interference with PU systems, spectrum sensing is essential to detect the spectrum holes, i.e., the idle licensed spectrum sub-bands. Different techniques such as the matched filter detection [5] - [7] , the cyclostationary detection [8] - [10] , the energy detection [11] - [15] , and the covariance based detection [16] - [18] are proposed for spectrum sensing, among which energy detection is the most common practical one due to its simplicity.
Due to the fading, shadowing, and the hidden node problem, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal may become too low to make the sensing result of a single SU unreliable. Cooperation among different SUs has been introduced to overcome this challenge, since the probability that all of the cooperating SUs are simultaneously in a deep shadowing or fading reduces as the number of involved SUs increases [19] - [22] . Moreover, the diversity gain provided by the multiple distributed SUs greatly improves the global detection performance and efficiency [23] - [25] . Fig. 1 depicts a classic cooperative sensing model with one PU, N SUs, and one fusion center (FC). Each SU observes the frequency band of interest through an individual (sensing) channel, processes its observation, and reports a message Y j (1 ≤ j ≤ N ) to the FC via an error-free (reporting) channel. The FC collects all the messages, combines them, and makes the global decision about the occupancy of the frequency band. If {Y j }s are the local one-bit decision results, the FC combining rule is called hard combining method [26] - [29] . On the other hand, if {Y j }s are the local test statistics (usually the local sufficient statistics or their quantized versions), the FC combining rule will be a soft combining method [30] - [33] . The hard combining methods reduce the communication cost of the reporting channel at the expense of information loss and detection performance degradation, while the soft combining methods typically lead to a better detection performance, since they have almost full information about the local observations.
It is usually argued that soft combining methods significantly increase the required bandwidth and power consumption, since more data should be transmitted. This is not necessarily true, since there may be significant overhead related to communication protocol used in transmitting the sensing results to the FC, which is still present even if only binary decisions are transmitted. Hence, the difference in the resource cost between hard and soft combining strategies may be small [3] , [34] . Furthermore, for soft combining, we don't need to deal with the complex coupling relation between the local quantization rule and the fusion combining rule, which is the most important task in hard combining techniques.
In this paper, we focus on the soft combining methods and design a distributed spectrum sensing framework using different novel combining rules in the FC.
A. RELATED WORK
The distributed detection has a rich literature in the sensor network and radar research communities, e.g., [35] - [38] . However, these results are difficult to be directly applied to the CR network due to the fading effects of the wireless channels [39] - [43] .
The optimal soft combining rule under a priori knowledge of the instantaneous local SNRs in observation intervals has been investigated in different papers. Such priori knowledge greatly simplifies the probability density function (PDF) of Y j under the signal present hypothesis.
In [44] , the optimal soft combining rule is derived for Gaussian primary signal. The authors also proved that the maximal ratio combining and the equal gain combining detectors are nearly optimal in low and high SNR regimes, respectively. In [45] and [46] , similar conclusions are obtained for the unknown but deterministic primary signal assumption, by using the central limit theorem (CLT). A new metric, called the modified deflection coefficient, is proposed in [45] , to optimize the linear combining factors, which is useful for non-Gaussian primary signal scenarios [47] - [49] .
In practical scenarios, the sensing channel is subjected to multipath and fading, which causes the channel gains vary in each observation interval and makes it hard to estimate the instantaneous local SNR values. Therefore, in such scenarios, new efficient combining rules are needed.
In [50] , primary signal is assumed as an unknown deterministic signal and the sensing channels are modeled as mixture of Nakagami-m and log-normal shadowing to model both small and large-scale fading. The authors assumed that only the statistical distributions of small and large-scale fading are known by the CR network. The optimal combining rule, i.e., the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of {Y j }s is calculated and averaged over the distribution of SNR. As a result, the optimal rule is named as the average likelihood ratio (ALR) detector. Nevertheless, the ALR involves many integrals which is hard to be implemented. The authors in [50] pointed out that, for the unknown but deterministic primary signal, the integrals caused by fading could be solved with the confluent hypergeometric function. However, the confluent hypergeometric function still needs to be solved by numerical methods [51] , [52] , or by a look-up table for implementation.
Usually, the large-scale fading changes slowly and the CR network can estimate it with high precision, which can simplify the design of the detector and greatly improve the detection performance. In [53] , under the assumption of Gaussian primary signal and fast-fading Rayleigh-distributed sensing channel with known statistics, the optimal soft combining rule is investigated when the large-scale fading parameter is assumed to be known by the CR network. The authors have also suggested a two-point mixture of gamma (MoG) method to approximate the complex PDF of {Y j }s, when the PU signal is present.
B. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, we consider a distributed cognitive network and develop the optimal soft combining detector and some simplified sub-optimal detectors, when the sensing channels are subjected to both small and large scale fading.
We assume that CR users experience independent block fading, where the instantaneous SNR keeps a constant during one observation interval, but varies independently in different intervals. As in [53] , we also assume that the channel gains due to the large-scale fading are available or can be estimated by the CR network.
The main contributions of our work are as follows.
• We consider the practical block-fading channel model, which is suitable when the CR observation length is comparable with the channel coherence time [12] , [39] , [43] , [44] . Under this assumption, the solution in [53] can not be applied directly because of different channel conditions. Designing a practical combining rule with low-complexity and small performance degradation in comparison with the optimal solution for the blockfading scenario is still not fully addressed in existing literature.
• We derive the optimal fusion rule based on the Likelihood Ratio test averaged over channel statistics (ALR detector), for the block-fading scenario. Then we suggest two general solutions to solve the intractable integrals in the ALR detector. The first solution is based on the p-point MoG approximation, and the other one is based on the Generalized Gauss-Laguerre formula. Both solutions are applicable for all kinds of PU signal distributions, which is an improvement compared to [50] .
• We propose a simple but efficient sub-optimal combining rule based on the Generalized Gauss-Laguerre formula solution of the ALR detector, which is implemented by linear functions and a comparator. This sub-optimal combining rule can be further simplified as an energy weighted combining method, when the SNR is low. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model and the problem formulation. In Section III, the optimal fusion rule is derived based on the ALR detector, and two practical approximate solutions are suggested to deal with the intractable integrals in the optimal solution. In Section IV, we overview several conventional combining schemes, and propose two sub-optimal combining rules. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODEL
We assume that the CR network consists of N cognitive users which cooperatively sense the frequency band of interest in successive observation intervals. Each interval consists of M samples which is selected according to the ''bandwidthobservation time'' product. The i-th received signal sample at the j-th CR user,
where H 0 and H 1 denote the ''signal absent'' and ''signal present'' hypotheses, respectively. We assume both signal and noise samples are zero-mean independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularlysymmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random variables with unit variance, i.e., s j [i] ∼ CN (0, 1) and n j [i] ∼ CN (0, 1). Under this assumption, the local received energy is the sufficient statistic [11] , [54] , so we only need to deal with the channel fading effect on different CR users when we design the fusion rule [44] , [53] .
We use G j = P L,j h j to denote the sensing channel gain between the PU and the j-th CR user, which is assumed to be constant in each observation interval. P L,j and h j indicate the effect of the large-scale and small-scale fading, respectively. The large-scale factor P L,j describes the slow varying character of G j due to path loss and shadowing, and the smallscale factor h j describes the fast varying character of G j due to multipath [55] , [56] . The large-scale factor is assumed to be known or can be estimated by the CR network. On the other hand, the small-scale fading on different sensing channels are modeled as independent Nakagami-m random variables. Accordingly, the channel gain h j follows Gamma distribution, with the following PDF:
where (·) is the gamma function, and m ≥ 0.5 is the Nakagami parameter. For m = 1. the distribution reduces to Rayleigh fading; for m = ∞, there's no small-scale fading and h j = 1. The Nakagami-m fading channel can also approximate many other fading models, such as Rician fading channel [57] and K-fading channel [58] . We assume that only the local average SNRγ j = P L,j could be shared between the j-th CR user and FC, while different to [44] - [46] , the instantaneous SNR γ j = P L,j h j is assumed to be unavailable. Each CR user reports a soft message to the FC via a error-free channel. Then the FC makes the final decision about the occupancy of the channel and broadcasts the result to all CR users.
The conditional PDF of the γ j givenγ j can be expressed as:
One can see from (3) that γ j also follows Gamma distribution.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
According to the signal and channel models, the received observation sample r j [i] follows complex Gaussian distribution:
Each CR user computes the average received power Y j ,
and sends it via the error-free reporting channel to the FC. Since r j [i] has complex Gaussian distribution under both hypotheses, Y j is the local sufficient statistic. According to the distributions in (4), Y j follows a central chi-square distribution with 2M degrees of freedom under both hypotheses. The PDF of Y j conditioned on H 0 is:
and the PDF conditioned on H 1 and
The detection performance in a spectrum sensing scenario is generally indicated by two types of error probabilities: one is the false alarm (P F ), which means that the FC claims that signal is present under hypothesis H 0 :
the other is the missed detection (P M ), which means that the FC claims that signal is absent under hypothesis H 1 :
Obviously, for spectrum sensing requirements [59] , both P M and P F should be as low as possible. A lower P M leads to less interference to the PU, while a smaller P F results in higher spectrum efficiency. In this paper, our aim is to minimize P M , given the maximum tolerable P F .
III. OPTIMAL SOFT COMBINING A. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMAL COMBINING RULE
From the Neyman-Pearson criterion [35] , the optimal combining rule for the cooperative network is the LLR test of the SUs measurement vector (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y N ), which can be expressed as
where D OC is the decision metric, f Y j |H i , i = 0, 1 represents the PDF of Y j conditioned on hypothesis H i , and η is the threshold determined according to the noise statistics and the constraint on the P F . If the instantaneous SNR values, i.e., {γ j }s are known by the FC, the optimal combining rule could be derived from (6), (7) and (10) [44] :
In [45] and [46] , similar linear combining rule is obtained by applying the Gaussian approximation on the Y j based on the CLT for the unknown deterministic primary signal model [11] , where the local LLR is very complex and makes the optimal soft combining scheme very complicated.
In practical scenarios, the exact value of γ j is not known by the j-th CR user or the FC. Consequently, the D LR in (11) may not be applied directly, and we face a composite hypothesis problem with random parameters [60] , [61] .
To calculate the optimal fusion rule, we must compute the LLR function conditioned on the instantaneous SNR values and integrate over the distribution of the SNR. From the conditional PDF of γ j in (3), we have the conditional PDF of Y j givenγ j under H 1 :
Applying the Bayesian rule in [60] , we obtain the optimal combining rule via replacing the f Y j |H 1 in (10) with the f Y j |H 1 ,γ j , which is named as the ALR detector in [50] :
One can see that due to the integral expression in the f Y j |H 1 ,γ j , the D ALR in (13) is hard to be implemented in practice. Although authors in [50] , suggest the confluent hypergeometric function to simplify the computation of the ALR detector, it is still a hard work to solve the confluent hypergeometric function in practice. In the rest of this section, we will propose general and practical methods to realize the integrals in (13).
B. MOMENTS OF THE LOCAL STATISTICS Y j
Most approximation methods are designed based on the fitting of the moments. In this part, we derive the k-th moment of Y j which will be used later.
According to the signal model, the distribution of Y j under hypothesis H 0 only depends on the noise. Hence, Y j follows a central chi-square distribution as shown in (6), and we can easily derive the moments of Y j under H 0 [62] :
Lemma 1: when the primary signal is absent, the k-th moment (k ≥ 1) of the estimated average energy by the j-th cognitive user can be calculated according to the following expression:
where 
According to f Y j |H 1 , γ j in (7) and the moments of chisquare distribution [62] , we have
Substituting (16) into (15), we have
Finally, according to the conditional PDF of the instantaneous SNR γ j shown in (3), which has Gamma distribution, we obtain: Lemma 2: when the primary signal is present, the k-th moment (k ≥ 1) of the estimated average energy by the j-th cognitive user is calculated as:
where
C. PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF D ALR
In this part, we present two solutions to approximate the f Y j |H 1 ,γ j in (12) . Then two practical combining rules are obtained by substituting the approximated expressions into D ALR in (13).
1) p-POINT MoG APPROXIMATION
Our first solution is based on the two-point MoG approximation [53] , [63] . In [53] , this method shows high accuracy on the f Y j |H 1 ,γ j in fast-fading scenario. However, contrary to the fast-fading scenario in [53] , the distribution of Y j (i.e., f Y j |H 1 ,γ j ) is totally different in the block-fading scenario, so we need to check whether the MoG method still works well. We extend the MoG approximation to p points, which is also based on the moments fitting method proposed in [63] - [65] . The f Y j |H 1 ,γ j is approximated with mixtures of p gamma distributions:
where the parameters k j , θ i,j , and w i,j (1 ≤ i ≤ p) are calculated based on the first 2p moments of Y j under H 1 from Lemma 2 according to Appendix. Substituting (6) and (19) into the D ALR in (13), the MoG approximated ALR (MoG) detector is derived as:
The main drawback of the p-point MoG D MoG in (20) is that all the parameters k j , θ i,j , and w i,j (1 ≤ i ≤ p) should be updated whenγ j changes. Although in [63] , some algebric simplifications were suggested to compute these parameters with numerical methods, it is still complicated, especially for larger values of p.
2) GENERALIZED GAUSS-LAGUERRE FORMULA (GLF) APPROXIMATION
To overcome the dependency of the parameters in the MoG on the average SNR values, we suggest another approximation method according to the n-th order GLF [66, eq.3.5.27]:
and the weight w k is given by
As presented in (12) , the f Y j |H 1 ,γ j is derived by integrating f Y j |H 1 , γ over the PDF of the instantaneous SNR γ j as follows:
Applying the GLF in (21) with β = m − 1 results in
where w k and θ k (k = 1, . . . , n) are the GLF parameters defined in (22) and (23).
Substituting f Y j |H 1 , γ in (7) into (26), we have
Actually, the GLF approximated PDF in (27) is also a kind of MoG approximation with a shape parameter M and scale parameters
Substituting the approximated PDF into the ALR in (13), the GLF approximated ALR (GLF) detector is derived as below:
Comparing with the p-point MoG approximation, all the parameters w k and θ k (k = 1, . . . , n) for the GLF approximation in (26) are independent ofγ j . Hence, they may be calculated off-line and saved in the FC. As a result, to make the approximation error as low as possible, we can increase n with a little increasing in computational complexity of the combining rule in the FC. Furthermore, as the w k and θ k are not related to the distribution of Y j , the GLF approximation in (26) is suitable for all kinds of primary signals. Fig. 2 compares the conditional PDFs of Y j under H 1 , i.e., f Y j |H 1 ,γ j , obtained from the MoG and GLF approximations when M = 10 andγ j = 0 dB. An obvious mismatch exists between the PDFs from the two-point MoG approximation and the PDFs from simulation. The MoG approximation performs much better when p = 4. On the other hand, the GLF approximation (n = 100) always show high accuracy.
IV. SIMPLIFIED BUT SUBOPTIMAL SOFT COMBINING
In practical applications, the CR network should make a tradeoff between the detection performance and the implementation complexity. For instance, for a single CR user scenario, the optimal detector is the local LLR test [11] - [15] , but the most widely used detector is the energy detector for its low-complexity and good performance. This motivates us to investigate a simple-structure suboptimal combining rule with low performance degradation compared to the optimal one, i.e., the ALR detector, for the multiple CR users scenarios.
A. CONVENTIONAL COMBINING RULES
In the existing literature, there are several well-known conventional combining rules. These rules will be compared with our proposed suboptimal rules in section V.
1) EQUAL GAIN COMBINING (EGC)
The FC simply sums the received energies {Y j }s and compares the result to a constant threshold, which is computed according to the constraint on the P F :
2) MAXIMAL RATIO COMBINING (MRC)
If the average SNRs {γ j } of cooperating CR users are different, a weighted combination may work better:
The weighting factors in D MRC are chosen based on a very simple principle: a high-SNR SU should be assigned a larger weighting coefficient to enhance its contribution to the global decision, while the weight of a low-SNR SU should be decreased in order to limit its contribution in the final decision.
Remark that the MRC in (30) is different from the one defined in [44] . Since in this paper we assume that the instantaneous SNRs are unavailable, we use the average SNRs as the weighting factors instead.
3) MODIFIED DEFLECTION COEFFICIENT (MDC) BASED LINEAR COMBINING
The deflection coefficient (DC) is a widely-used metric for detection performance [15] , [60] , [69] :
where D is the decision variable in the fusion rule.
In [45] and [33] , a modified DC is suggested, which is defined as
An optimal linear combining rule is proposed in [45] , as follows:
where w j,MDC is the weighting factor, which is derived such that the MDC will be maximized [45] :
The D MDC shows good detection performance in the scenarios where the instantaneous SNRs {γ j }s are known [45] .
4) GENERALIZED LIKELIHOOD RATIO (GLR) TEST
In this paper, as we discussed, we assume that the instantaneous SNR γ j is a random variable. When the FC doesn't have a priori information about γ j , the GLR can be applied as the decision variable [60] :
whereγ j,ML = Y j − 1 is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of γ j [70] , and we have
By discarding irrelevant constant terms, the D GLR finally becomes:
B. NOVEL SUBOPTIMAL LINEAR COMBINING RULE
Although the conventional combining rules presented above have simpler structure comparing to the D ALR in (13) , the D MoG in (20) and the D GLF in (28), they do not fully utilize the priori information about the primary signal and channel gains. Hence, they could not guarantee good performance in all the cases. In this subsection, we propose a novel suboptimal combining rule according to the GLF approximated ALR detector (D GLF ) in (28) . Considering that our design is based on the ALR detector (the optimal combining rule), we expect that the proposed combining rule will perform better than the conventional rules.
As we know, the optimal combining rule D ALR is the sum of the local LLRs. According to the GLF approximation, we denote the local LLR for the j-th CR user as a function of Y j :
Then the D GLF in (28) can be expressed as
The LLR function G(Y j ;γ j ) in (38) is a log-sum-exp function [71] - [73] . We modify it with a log-max-exp function:
which means that we choose the maximum terms among the n exponential functions g Y j ; k,γ j (1 ≤ k ≤ n) as the combining variable corresponding to the j-th CR user. The G(Y j ;γ j ) in (41) can be further simplified as the maximum among a group of linear functions, since the logarithm function ln(·) is strictly increasing:
where for the k-th linear function, the slope is
and the intercept is
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The slope a j,k in (43) is non-negative. Therefore, G(Y j ;γ j ) is the maximum of increasing linear functions, and it is convex. In Fig. 3 , G(Y j ;γ j ) and G(Y j ;γ j ) are compared for different values of observation samples M and Nakagami parameter m with n = 100 andγ j = 0 dB. We can see that G(Y j ;γ j ) could always keep nearly the same slope of G(Y j ;γ j ) for all the values of Y j . As a result, we can conclude that G(Y j ;γ j ) contains the main information about G(Y j ;γ j ), and it is possible to build a well-performed combining rule based on G(Y j ;γ j ). Fig. 3 . Comparison between G(Y j ;γ j ) in (38) and G(Y j ;γ j ) in (42) for different values of observation samples M and Nakagami parameter m whenγ j = 0 dB and GLF approximation order n = 100.
Our proposed combining rule, which is named as the GLF-based linear combining (GLFL) detector, can be constructed as follows:
where the a j,k and b j,k have been defined in (43) and (44), respectively. Comparing with the D GLF in (28) and the D MoG in (20) , there is no exponential or logarithm function in the D GLFL , and it can be implemented by linear functions and a comparator.
We denote the index of the maximum element in (42) as follows Fig. 4 depicts the k * j (Y j ) associated with the G(Y j ;γ j ) in Fig. 3 . The k * j (Y j ) is a non-decreasing step function due to the limited value of n. Thus the G(Y j ;γ j ) is a piecewise linear function, and the slope of the tangent line at Y j = y 0 is a j,k * j (y 0 ) . According to the IEEE 802.22 standard, in CR networks, CR users should reliably detect primary signals, on the basis of the requirements on both P F and P M , in low SNR regime due to possible shadowing [14] , [59] . Whenγ j ≈ 0, we have E Y j |H 1 ≈ E Y j |H 0 , and Y j distributes around E Y j |H 0 with probability nearly unity. If the CR network is designed for a low-SNR sensing scenario, the D GLFL in (45) can be further simplified. We suggest a novel energy weighted combining method as below by discarding irrelevant constant terms, and we name it as the GLF-based weighted-energy (GLFW) detector:
where the weighting factor a j,GLFW is the slope of the tangent function for Y j = E Y j |H 0 :
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, to evaluate the performance of the proposed detectors, we plot the complementary Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is the missed detection P M in terms of false alarm P F . First, we consider the special case of equal large-scale fading for all the CR users, which causes all the CR nodes experience same average SNRsγ . In this case, the D MRC detector in (30) , D MDC detector in (33) , and D GLFW detector (47) According to Fig. 5 , the D GLF (n = 100) always has the best performance, and the D GLFL has very close performance to the D GLF . For the D MoG , there is a small performance degradation for the case of the MoG approximation points p = 2 especially when m = 0.5 andγ is high. Nevertheless, the degradation is alleviated when we increase the MoG approximation points to p = 4, which can be inferred from the comparison of PDFs in Fig. 2 . In fact, whenγ approaches to 0, Y j converges to the Gamma distribution under hypothesis H 1 , so p = 2 is enough in low SNR case. However, whenγ is high, the distribution of Y j under H 1 is mainly determined by the signal component, and it is very complex as shown in (12), so we need a larger p for a better approximation. We set p = 4 for the D MoG in the rest simulations, as the additional computation complexity is not too much to increase p from 2 to 4.
As we see, for the case of equal average SNRs, the D EGC performs well. However, the D GLR has very poor performance. Since the D GLR in (37) doesn't utilize the available information aboutγ j , it's performance will be degraded more in the scenarios where CR users have different values of average SNRs. Hence, we will not consider the D GLR in the rest of the simulations.
For the rest of the simulations, we consider a CR network consisting of N = 15 users. All CR users are uniformlylocated from d = 50m to d = 200m from the PU, so they have different path-losses. Similar to [53] , the path-losses are obtained from the simplified model
where d 0 = 50m is the reference distance from PU, P 0 is the large-scale factor at d 0 , and ρ is the path-loss exponent. Here, the outdoor environment of an urban microcell is investigated where ρ = 3. We set Nakagami parameter m = 1, i.e., Rayleigh fading is considered. The average SNRs are different for different users due to different geographical positions. We define the global average SNR asγ G = 1 N N j=1γ j . In Fig. 6 , we depict the complementary ROC curves of the conventional combining rules D EGC , D MRC and D MDC , the proposed approximated solutions of the ALR detector, i.e., D MoG and D GLF , and the proposed sub-optimal combining rules, i.e., D GLFL and D GLFW , with M = 6 observation samples for different values ofγ G . From these curves, we can conclude that the proposed combining rules always outperform the D EGC , and the D GLF always shows the best performance. The D GLFL and D MoG (p = 4) have very close performance compared to the D GLF . The energy weighted combining method D GLFW has a slight performance degradation, but it still outperforms the D EGC . On the other hand, the D MDC performs poorly in all cases. The performance of D MRC is slightly better than the D EGC whenγ G = −3dB, but it degrades whenγ G increases to 3dB.
In Fig. 7 , we fix theγ G = −3 dB to verify the detection performance in low SNR cases. We compare all the combining rules presented in weighted combining method and the optimal ALR detector. Nevertheless, this is acceptable, since the combining structure of D GLFW is very simple, and there is still a significant improvement comparing to the D EGC . As a case in point, in TABLE 1, we fix the false alarm probability at P F = 0.1 and list the values of P M in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . We can see that the GLF detector always has the lowest missed detection probability. Besides, the MoG detector (p = 4) is also well-performed. The proposed GLFL detector has a little lower P M than the MoG detector (p = 4), although it has a simpler structure for implementation. We should mention that, if we increase the p, the MoG may become better. But considering the extremely limited performance gains and the computation complexity, we didn't try it in the simulations. Moreover, we can see that the energy weighted combining method, i.e., the GLFW detector outperforms the conventional EGC detector, and has a slight degradation comparing to the GLF, MoG and GLFL detectors. For instance, whenγ G = −3 dB and M = 30, the missed detection probability of GLFW detector is 6.3 × 10 −4 , which is much lower than the 1.21 × 10 −3 of EGC detector. Finally, the P M of the MDC detector is much higher than the one of the EGC detector in all the cases. The MRC detector has competitive performance with the EGC detector whenγ G = −3 dB and M = 6, but its missed detection probability decreases too slowly comparing to the EGC detector when the average SNR γ G or sample length M increases.
VI. CONCLUSION
We investigate the soft combining methods for cooperative spectrum sensing over block-fading channels under the assumption that the instantaneous SNR is unknown for the CR network. The optimal fusion rule D ALR is derived based on the Bayesian rule. To implement the D ALR which has many intractable integrals, we suggest two practical solutions D MoG and D GLFL via MoG approximation and GLF approximation, respectively. Based on the GLF approximated ALR (D GLFL ), we propose a sub-optimal but well-performed combining rule D GLFL , which can be implemented by linear functions and a comparator. Furthermore, when the SNR is low, we simplify the D GLFL as an energy weighted combining method D GLFW , which has a more practical structure but suffers from a little performance degradation. Simulation results show that all the proposed detectors provide better sensing performance than the conventional ones, especially when the CR users have different large-scale fading characters.
APPENDIX PARAMETERS FOR THE p-POINT MoG APPROXIMATION
The p-point MoG approximation is firstly proposed in [63] to approximate the distribution of the weighted sum of i.i.d. chi-square distributions. We briefly summarize the moments fitting method proposed in [63] to determine the parameters: k j , θ i,j , and w i,j (1 ≤ i ≤ p) .
Firstly, the r-th pseudo-moment δ r (λ) is defined as δ r (λ) = E Y r j |H 1 (1 + λ)(1 + 2λ) · · · (1 + (r + 1) λ)
. (A.1)
Then the p-th pseudo-moment matrix p (λ) is given The matrix on the left is a Vandermonde matrix, and the linear function in (A.4) could be solved with the Bjork-Pereyra algorithm [74] - [76] .
